
|  MONDAY, 14TH OCTOBER 2019Pre-Conference Workshop Day
08:00 Workshop day registration

DIGITAL TRANSFORMATION FOCUS MORNING GBS TRANSFORMATIONS FOCUS MORNING TALENT FOCUS MORNING
08:00 Workshop A

Digital Transformation Landscape 
Yes, we know “Digital Transformation” is a buzzword, but 
behind the hype, what is the best way for your organisation 
to utilise the right technology to accelerate your operations 
and reap the benefits to your organisation?
This workshop will offer a bird’s eye view on the current 
technology landscape, looking beyond “traditional” 
automation tools, and looking at the wider automation 
universe, as well as identifying other “future tech” tools to 
solve various problems. 
Delegates will leave this session:
v  With an in-depth understanding of the wide technology 

landscape
v  With an understanding of what comes first, streamlining 

processes or automating?
v  Finding the right tool for the problem at hand – how 

to prioritise and identify the right processes to digitally 
transform

v  How should disruptive tech be used to strengthen your 
human workforce?

Workshop B
Knowledge management as a base for your GBS 
transformation journey
The transition from multi-country operations or multi-centre 
SSCs into a Global Business Services model is not easy to 
make. Talent competition in any favourable location makes 
knowledge management priority number one for the 
execution of transition programmes and smooth delivery of 
GBS operations. 
The session will address key risks associated with knowledge 
management at transition phase and GBS steady-state, 
with Business Services leaders and practitioners’ insights on 
mitigation strategies and different methodologies applied 
to maximise the standard global operating model for the 
business transformation.
v  System standardisation vs. process documentation - leverage 

your transition approach for data & knowledge repository
v  Global Process Ownership -  establish cross-functional 

management for business accountability for process 
transformation

v  Best practices, tips and hints to arm your GBS operations 
with relevant knowledge management methodologies

v  Build the base for RPA - modern documentation solutions 
used to enable process automations.

Hosted by Adaptive Group

Workshop C
Constructing the Digital Workforce of the Future: Attracting 
and Retaining Talent in Business Services
Regardless of bots, AI and virtual workforces, engaging your 
human workforce remains at the top of the agenda for any 
SSO leader. 
And, as business services accelerate up the value curve, 
more innovative solutions will be needed in order to attract, 
train and retain key talent with digital skill-sets.
This workshop will:
v  Enable you to construct your talent strategies for the ’20’s
v  Discover what innovative SSOs are doing to attract talent 

into business services
v  Training and development, recognising top talent and 

giving them the skills to develop
v  Beyond millennials – what is the implication of Gen Z 

entering the workforce? 

10:30 Morning Coffee Break

11:00 Workshop D
Bots 101
Despite four years of hype, and numerous case studies 
extolling the virtues of RPA implementation, XX% of SSOs have 
still yet to take the jump into RPA. This is the perfect session 
for those still at POC/Pilot stage in their RPA journey to attend 
in order to understand the RPA technology landscape, the 
opportunities within RPA, and the limitations associated with 
it. 
Great if you are a:
v  RPA beginner
v  If you are in POC stage with RPA, and want to hear from 

others who have “made the jump” before you!

Session hosts TBC

Workshop E
Digital Business Services - planning, designing and 
launching a global business services model with 
embedded RPA and further automation
Setting up a SSC or GBS enables organisations to benefit 
from improved agility and scalability, meeting the needs of 
the business, reduced costs, better analysis of existing data, 
and impact on the top and  bottom line. In this deep-dive 
Workshop, learn more
about getting the concept right, finding shortcuts through 
automation including robotics, building the business case 
and taking the business with you.
In particular, the workshop will enable you to:
v  Discover the “needs to know” for location strategy

Workshop F
Gender, Diversity & Inclusion within Business Services
With global structures, standardised ways of working and 
equal numbers of men and women employed within SSOs, 
GBS organisations are an area where we should see greater 
levels of diversity within senior leadership. 
Multiple studies now back up the fact that companies 
with a greater diversity quotient, (whether this is measured 
by gender, race, or class) perform better than their more 
homogenous counterparts. But how can you install Diversity 
& Inclusion practices within your SSO?
In this session, hear from senior Business Services leaders 
who have a passion for D&I initiatives, and who have 
successfully rolled these out in their organisation.
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v  Establish a clear roadmap for change, and clarity and 
vision for your transformation

v  Understand your new market, the talent capabilities and 
the opportunities for future growth

v  Take a balanced approached to RPA and other 
automation (as part of setting up)

v  Importance of stabilisation (and not just focussing on Go 
Live)

v  Build effective governance models 
v  Learn from companies who have set up in the region 

about what they did, and crucially, what they would do 
differently

Hosted by Proservartner 

This workshop is unique in that it is not just a learning 
opportunity, but a forum to create an informal network 
with your peers and understand how other companies are 
practically going about diversifying their workforce. 
Areas covered:
v  Overcoming unconscious bias 
v  Creating a recruitment strategy for your team that 

encourages diversity 
v  Creating an inclusive culture
v  Creating women and minority leaders: practical 

approaches to upskilling and developing those with 
leadership capacity

v  Empowering women and minorities  to put themselves 
forward for leadership roles

Kay Flynn, General Manager - Global Business 
Solutions/ Shared Services - Eli Lilly
Other session hosts TBC

13:00 Lunch

DIGITAL TRANSFORMATION 
FOCUS AFTERNOON

NEXT GENERATION BUSINESS  
SERVICES FOCUS AFTERNOON

AI AND ANALYTICS  
FOCUS AFTERNOON

14:00 Workshop G
Stepping Beyond the Bots, Why Order to Cash Business 
Services Need more than RPA
SSCs are perfectly placed to be testers and adopters of new 
technology. Nobody could have anticipated the impact of 
RPA on the SSC industry, but there is growing dissatisfaction 
among GPOs and finance leaders about maintenance and
the constant  requirement of manual input and supervision.
A perfect segue to the frontier of  artificial Intelligence and 
Machine Learning. Discover how pioneering SSC/GBS are 
already combining RPA and AI for the next level of process 
efficiency and effectiveness.
Key Takeaways from this session:
v  Understand the impact that an RPA and AI combination 

would have on more than 30 staple activities across key 
order-to-cash functions

v  Understand the activities where off-the-shelf RPA solutions 
gain an edge over maintenance-intensive, custom-built 
RPA solutions

v  Real life examples of how “machine-life” is already stepping 
into knowledge based work OTC activities.

v  Discover how skillset upgradation could help achieve the 
balance between your human and virtual 
workforce.

Hosted by High Radius

Workshop H
Process Mining 101
Process efficiency, simplification and standardisation is a 
core component of any Shared Services professional’s role. 
However, many leaders remain unaware of the benefits 
of “deep-diving” into the reality of process execution and 
improvements.
In this workshop, attendees will learn:
v  Where can process mining be deployed within your SSO?
v  How to extract key insights from your data
v  The benefits of process mining to deliver enhanced value
v  What will make your process mining initiative successful?

Workshop I
AI Powered Decision Making – What Comes Next After You 
Have Implemented RPA?
According to SSON’s 2018 Report, 63% of European SSCs are 
either testing or planning some form of Artificial  Intelligence 
within their BSO.
However, as the lines between “traditional automation”, RPA,
and AI become more and more blurred, what are the key 
criteria Business Services leaders need to establish in order to 
kick-start an Artificial Intelligence programme?
In this session:
v  Cutting through the hype – what is AI in Business Services?
v  Do you need to have embarked upon an RPA programme 

before you can start looking into AI?
v  A discussion on the opportunities and limitations of AI 

(Chatbots, NLP, and beyond)

16:00 Afternoon networking break
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16:30 Workshop J
Beyond Implementation – Getting the best out of your RPA 
programme for the 2020s
Over two thirds of European SSOs are currently setting up 
Centres of Excellence, the majority of which are supporting 
RPA, AI, Business Process expertise and Data Analytics within 
businesses.
In this session, discover:
v  What are the key components beyond using RPA merely 

as a tool, and moving towards broader, value driven 
performance for your business?

v  How can RPA inform decisions surrounding “big data”, and 
business decision-making?

v  Discussion point - will we even be talking about RPA in 2 
years time, or will it be BAU?

Workshop K
Blockchain in Business Services
So much has been written about the potential business 
impact of Blockchain, but what are the potentials for 
Blockchain to revolutionalise Business Services? 
Hear how:
v  Blockchain has the potential to drastically reduce the cost 

and time of almost any financial process
v  How to begin to integrate Blockchain into your SSO
v  Blockchain can result in near real-time operations with 

lower risk
v  Use-cases of how Blockchain is already being implemented 

by business services leaders

Workshop L
Harnessing The Power Of Analytics To Deliver Personalised 
Experience
With more and more data being created within organisations 
every minute, SSO leaders have the opportunity to utilise 
meaningful data to inform both strategic and operational 
decisions. This workshop will focus on how to utilise the true 
value of data and analytics, allowing Business Services to 
move successfully up the value chain. 
You will:
v  Discover how to kick-start your data analytics strategy 
v  Where will the quickest wins come from? 
v  What are the biggest barriers to getting cognitive and 

predictive analytics to work within an SSO?
v  Learn tips and trips to successfully manage data alongside 

BAU

Anwar Mirza, Global Head of Data Governance, TNT

18:30 Welcome Drinks Reception
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|  TUESDAY, 15TH OCTOBER 2019

8:00 Registration

8:30 SSON Opening Speech & Chair’s Welcome

8:45 Opening Plenary Session - Johnson & Johnson – Introducing the World’s Healthiest Workforce of the Future  
In this inspiring opening keynote address, hear how the 130 year old, largest diversified healthcare company and Fortune 50 organisation is embracing a start-up mentality when it comes 
to its operations and its people. Discover how J&J Global Business Services has spent the last few years championing health within the workforce, and how, through prioritising the needs of 
individuals within the organisation and creating a culture of agility and service excellence, Business Services is becoming a truly valued business partner.

Erica Jeffries, Chief of Staff - Worldwide Global Services, Johnson & Johnson

9:15 Interactive Panel: Global Business Services Transformations –Driving Forward to GBS Maturity
According to SSON’s 2019 Survey, 1/3 of global organisations are currently implementing GBS, and within another five years, another 1/3 plan to do so. How can these GBS leaders transform 
their operations to maximise agility, flexibility, and both the bottom, and the top line?
In this session, hear from GBS leaders who are on the road to GBS maturity. Learn what the catalyst to transform from “SSO” to “GBS” has been, the challenges associated with it, and the tips and 
tricks to realise the benefits to time and to scale.
Discussion points:
v  What are the central pillars of any successful GBS strategy?
v  What makes a GBS “world-class”?
v  Can you have a single, standardised service and personalised service excellence? Is there a trade off?
v  What are the key hurdles to GBS success?
v  Setting-up and winding down – managing relationships with business units. 

Kay Flynn, General Manager - Global Business Solutions/ Shared Services, Eli Lilly
Tony Saldana, President Transformant, and former VP Global Business Services, Next Generation Services, P&G
Frederik Jorgensen, Global Head of Financial Business Services, Allianz

9:45 Interactive Panel Session: Formulating your Intelligent Automation Strategies
With the wealth of automation solutions available in the marketplace, how should a SSC leader starting out formulate his or her greenfield IA strategy? In this panel session, hear from senior GBS 
leaders about their different approaches to looking at automation to solve problems and drive value throughout their organisations.
Discussion Points:
v  What comes first, the process improvement or the bot?
v  Achieving scalability - what are the key hurdles to “automation maturity”?
v  How best to set up an automation centre of expertise and to accelerate your internal capabilities?

Ruchir Verma, Head of Global Services, Investment Management, and Best Selling Author, Zurich
Amy Bare, Director of Strategy for Automation, Global Business Services, Kimberly-Clark 

10:15 Benefits of Blockchain Applications - Fireside Chat
We have all heard the phrase “distributed public ledger” and we have all seen the hype building around Blockchain, and some of us may even be investing in cryptocurrencies, but there still 
remains widespread confusion about what the potential use cases and impact of distributed ledger technology to businesses. 
Discussion points:
v  How are leading organisations currently experimenting with Blockchain technology? What are the practical applications within Business Services?
v  What are the challenges to implementing Blockchain?
v  Cutting through the hype – will Blockchain really revolutionise business? What are its limits?

VP Finance, Luxury Fashion Brand

10:45 Demo Drive
SSOW is all about making that critical connection to future proof your Business Services strategy. During this session, you will get the chance to hear from solution providers on a short pitch on 
their innovative solutions and features and how these can benefit your business service transformation and visions. Listen to 5 pitches and get your card signed by 5 vendors, and be entered 
into our prize draw!

11:15 Morning Refreshment

Conference Day One
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11:45 SSON Analytics 2019:  What’s in Store for 2020?
Key highlights from SSON’s 2019 State of the Industry Survey. Get an up-close-and-personal view of the seismic changes impacting Shared Services today: COE proliferation; aggressive 
productivity targets; fewer resources; more results. Join SSON’s Global Digital Editor for a summary of what’s happening in your industry – and where the 2020’s will take us.

Barbara Hodge, Global Editor and Industry Analyst, Shared Services and Outsourcing Network (SSON)

11:55 Interactive Panel Discussion: People Remain Your Number One Asset
Despite all the talk of RPA, of intelligent automation, and of “bots stealing our jobs”, the SSO industry has matured. Automation is now broadly recognised as enabling the human workforce 
to step away from manual, mundane tasks and to add real value to businesses. But in competitive markets with widening skills gaps, what can companies do to foster and engage digital, 
committed talent? 
Discussion Points:
v  Attracting and retaining key talent 
v  The importance of creating a culture of loyalty to create the digital workforce of the future
v  Creating the workplace of the future – encouraging cross-generational collaboration

Sagarika Mohapatra, Director - CDS Operations, Hungary & GBS Site Lead, BT Group
Christopher Therkelsen, Director - EMEA Sales Order Management & Customer Experience SSC  Industrial Group, Gardner Denver
Petter Frisell, Business Services Director, PPG Industries

15:15 Lessons in Automation Transformation From the UK’s Largest Employer
The National Health Service employs 1.5 million people in the UK, and is the fifth-largest employer in the world. In this session, hear how this vast public sector organisation is transforming in order 
to deliver a better service to its business, to ultimately save more lives and deliver better care to millions of vulnerable children and adults. 
Learn how the NHS is reaching RPA maturity and advancing at scale, with an aim to have over 400 processes run by robots by the end of 2019. Discover how they are stepping up into AI 
technology, and are exploring the potential implications of machine learning and chatbots for the service centre of the future. 

Stephen Sutcliffe, Director of Finance & Accounting, NHS Shared Business Services

15:45 Afternoon Networking Break

16:15 Track sessions begin 

INTERACTIVE DISCUSSION GROUPS BEGIN!
Your choice of 3 interactive discussion groups! 

During this part of the summit, delegates take part in Interactive Discussions about the topics below. Delegates will get the opportunity to select three topics most interesting 
to them and will rotate between their choices every 40 minutes. Discussion groups are kept small to ensure all delegates get the opportunity to discuss their most pressing 

questions and challenges to their peers…collaborative discussion is essential to ensure you get the most out of your experience!

12:25 – 13:00
(first rotation)

13:00 – 14:00
(lunch)

14:00 – 14:35
(second rotation)

14:40 – 15:15
(final rotation)

IDG A:  
Change Management - 
Cope with Transformation 
Execution Challenges 
and Drive Through Your 
Agenda 

IDG B: 
Expanding the Scope of 
Business Services

IDG C:  
Creating a Culture of 
Continuous Improvement 
and Constant Value Add

IDG D:  
RPA Is One Part Of The 
Puzzle Of Digitalisation - 
What Are The Others?

IDG E:  
Setting up Centres of 
Excellence

IDG F:  
Finance Process 
Automation in Business 
Services Where to start?

IDG G:  
Automation vs 
Roboticisation…knowing 
what form of digital 
will best enhance your 
operations

IDG H:  
Automating your Human 
Resources Service - 
Establishing Harmony 
between Bots and People

IDG I:  
Procure-to-Pay Process 
Excellence

IDG J:  
Customer Centric Service 
- Manage and Delight 
Your Customer

IDG K:  
Workplace Discussions 
- Creating Exceptional, 
Inspirational Places of 
Work to Drive Productivity

IDG L:  
Artificial Intelligence 
in Business Services...
Reimagining the 
Boundaries
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TRACK A: FUTURE OF FINANCE TRACK B: HR TRANSFORMERS TRACK C: AUTOMATION
16:15 Case Study: Fendi’s Fashion Revolution 

Ninety year old luxury fashion brand Fendi has, in the past 
few years, needed to transform its C20th legacy systems and 
processes in order to set itself up for the future. 
In this session:
v  Transformation from tradition - getting the buy-in to change
v  Leveraging technology, bot and AI to create the future of 

finance
v  Transforming mindsets - training and development

Matteo Lo Duca, Finance Shared Service Centre,  
Fendi

Microsoft  Human Resources Case Study – People and 
Analytics
In this session, hear how Microsoft have implemented a global 
HR shared services strategy, managing large-scale multi-
cultural teams and establishing sustainable delivery centres 
which contribute towards excellent employee experience. 
Discover how shared services is supporting Microsoft’s HR 
mission through provision of services and assisted support to 
120K employees, and the critical role that data is playing in 
assisted support delivery. 
Discover:
v  The role of tech in the HR SSC of the future
v  The essential role of culture and customer-focussed KPIs
v  How the role of data can lead to sustainable long term 

results and is implementing business strategy

Phil Gillingham, Senior Director HR Service Delivery
Craig Foster, HR Service Centre Lead, Microsoft

Creating Centres of Excellence within Business Services 
In this panel session, hear from three SSO leaders about how 
they have set up SSO Centres of Excellence. 
Discussion Points:
v  Retraining staff into Bot/Data Analytics centre of excellence 

staff
v  Keeping Centres of Excellence “excelling” – how to deal with 

high attrition and “poaching” of your most valuable staff
v  Expanding your CoE – proving your value

16:45 Case study: Hilton Hotels Finance Case Study
In this case-study, hear from Pete Judd, Finance 
Transformation Director for Hilton Hotels, about how Hilton 
Hotels is transforming its finance function from decentralised 
teams, into a hybrid model which is utilising SSO and 
outsourced operations. 
Learn:
v  About how Hilton is adopting a process-led model, and the 

challenges associated with this
v  Adopting next gen tech for maximum return 
v  Manging outsourcing partners – setting the bar fro service 

excellence

Pete Judd, Finance Transformation Director,  
Hilton Hotels

Case study: Constructing Business Partner Models for 
Business Services at ING 
Join this session to discover how €17BN turnover bank ING is 
drastically overhauling its global HR organisation. Learn how 
this listed company which has grown considerably through 
acquisition,  is moving towards a “One HR” model, with 
harmonised systems and processes in order to deliver top-tier 
employee experience.
Discover how:
v  People Services is supporting and accelerating the wider 

business transformation
v  To manage a business services  programme with multiple 

elements, whilst not conceding on service
v  How data ownership and next gen tech is being used to 

enhance EE

Stefan Hoffmann, Global Head of People Services 
Transformation, ING

Case Study: Implementation at Scale!
In this session, hear about how one organisation is utilising 
RPA and other technologies in order to leverage costs, but 
also prove strategic value to its business through massively 
increased productivity. Learn how their RPA programme has 
been responsible for delivering hundred of thousands of 
hours saved in 2019, and how this number is set to increase 
significantly in 2020. 
Learn:
v  How to identify the right staff to upskill
v  How to navigate the technology landscape
v  The common pitfalls associated with implementation

Host TBC

17:15 Getting A Seat At The Transformation Table
In this panel session, hear how multinational 
organisations are developing their Finance SSOs, 
expanding operations and showcasing value to the 
wider organisation 
Discover:
v  Setting up centres of excellence for Finance RPA 

processes
v  The challenges with adopting a GBS model within 

finance
v  Proving value- how to get senior-level buy-in…from 

provider to partner
Panellists TBC

Next Generation People Services – Tips and Tricks to 
Transform to Deliver Value
In this panel session made up of HR GBS and People Services 
leaders, hear about how leading organisations are moving 
up the value curve in order to better support their business.
Discussion points:
v  From transactional to value-add…proving your value and 

moving up the service curve
v  Embracing self-service, chatbots and artificial intelligence 
v  Advanced service offering – hiring the right people for your 

advanced operations 

Panellists TBC

Intelligent Automation Lessons Learned
In this panel session, hear from four automation experts 
about their lessons learned on their automation journey. What 
delivered results, what were the unforeseen obstacles they 
didn’t anticipate, and what, given the benefit of hindsight, 
would they do differently if they were given a time machine?
Discussion points:
v  Should you use RPA as a “sticking plaster” or standardise 

and streamline your processes first?
v Bot down! How to respond to automation problems
v  Setting up centres of excellence – how to tackle 

“automation fear” and successfully retrain your team

Andy Helliwell, Government Shared Service 
Director, Cabinet Office
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| MONDAY, 14TH OCTOBER 2019
 16:15 – 17:45GBS Executive Club

Invitation Only, limited to 20 VP level participants within Global Business Services

This is a boardroom learning opportunity designed for VP level and above to seek peer-led, high impact best 
practices from the likes of Chief Global Business Services Officers who are responsible for the bottom line of their 
organisations’ customer strategies. 

Key topics to be covered: 

v	 	Managing growth in GBS to drive the future of global service excellence

v	 	Scaling for growth: Building a sustainable customer & partner success programme

v	 	Creating a new organisational perception of the GBS organisation

v	 The next generation of talent development

v	 	The central pillar of Automation and next-gen digital disruption
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17:45 10 Reasons Business Transformations Fail - And What you Can Do About It!
In this engaging and entertaining keynote from Industry Heavyweight and Transformation expert Tony Saldanha, hear how  
to avoid the 10 reasons business transformation programmes typically fail. Learn how it is often tactical issues, such as a lack 
of time, clarity, and resource, which typically get in the way of leaders attempting to implement change, and how to tackle  
this within your own organisation.
v How to get the buy in from the right people for your digital transformation
v What to do when things aren’t going to plan – getting the programme back on track
v Review the real-life success stories of 10X digital transformations in SSCs

Tony Saldanha, International Author and  Former VP, IT & GBS, Procter & Gamble

18:15 Chairs Close of Day 2 and Invitation to SSOW Party!

18:30 SSOW Party! Relax and network at an undisclosed location

Big Ideas Speaker!
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Big Ideas Speaker!

|  WEDNESDAY, 16TH OCTOBER 2019Conference Day Two
8:00 Registration and morning coffee 

8:25 SSOW Europe Opening and Chairperson’s remarks 

8:20 A Strategy For the 2020s And Beyond – Envisioning Digitally Empowered, Demand Driven Service
In this keynote address, take a look into the future of the Business Services industry. Hear one business services leader’s vision for the DNA of the Business Services Organisation of the future 
- driving transformation and leveraging technology in an entrepreneurial and market driven spirit, focussing on not just RPA, but a plethora of other new technologies including workflow 
automation, cognitive computing and data analytics. It is undeniable that Digitalisation and Process Expertise are becoming ever closer, and in this session, hear about how digital services and 
value-add solutions will add even greater business value and customer satisfaction.

Kai - Eberhard Lueg, Head of Business Process Shared Services and Adam Kiwalski, Head of Business Services, Siemens

8:50 Artificial Intelligence and Business – 10 Things You Must Know Today About Our Future 
Already, Artificial Intelligence is changing our world in ways that most “ordinary people” fail to imagine. In the not-to-distant future, AI will impact every area of our lives, some in ways we can’t yet predict. 
In this closing session for Day One of SSOW Autumn, hear from Lasse Rouhianen, international author and keynote speaker on emerging technologies, about the implications of AI within business. 
What are some of the AI resources you should be using now? What are some resources that you should be planning to use within the next year?
Is the hype surrounding AI justified?

Lasse Rouhiainen  International Author of AI, 101 Things You Must Know Today, and Keynote Speaker

9:30 Process Mining Case Study 
In this session, hear from a leading multinational SSO about the value it is driving from its process data. Learn how, through visualising and analysing their data, this organisation has been able 
to discover bottlenecks and inefficiencies in processes, and has been able to create dependable analysis which is having an impact on the top and bottom lines of the wider organisation. 
Discover how this has lead to a “solution first” mentality, and collaboration with the wider organisation has become more efficient and less political. 

10:00 Panel: Bird’s Eye View - What do the C-Suite Really Need From Business Services?
You will have heard a lot about “customer excellence” and “effective business partnering” this week already, but what do senior executives OUTSIDE of the business need from Business Services 
in 2020? Is Business Services really seen as a trusted and valued part of the business, or does the concept of “cost arbitrage” still to some extent exist?

10:30 Networking Session
Train Your Mind: Build your way to better business and transform insight and awareness into commitment and shared goals
The LEGO® SERIOUS PLAY® methodology is an innovative process designed to enhance innovation and business performance. Based on research which shows that this kind of hands-on, 
minds-on learning produces a deeper, more meaningful understanding of the world and its possibilities, the LEGO® SERIOUS PLAY® methodology deepens the reflection process and supports 
an effective dialogue – for everyone in the organisation.
Each participant will be given a pack of 6 LEGO Duplo bricks of 6 different colours. The moderator will teach the group how to use the LEGO bricks as an icebreaker in their own workshops and 
meetings to spice things up!

Ondrey Novotny, LCI Business Partner, Business Service Operations, LEGO

10:45 Morning Break 
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TRACK SESSIONS BEGIN
Customise your learning. You are welcome to move in and out of the tracks as you see fit! 

TRACK A: EXPANDING AND ELEVATING THE 
SCOPE OF BUSINESS SERVICES TRACK B:  FUTURE TECH –  ANALYTICS TRACK C: CULTURE

11:15 Case Study: Getting A Seat At The Transformation Table
In this session, hear how a multinational organisation is 
expanding its operations and showcasing its value to the 
wider organisation through moving to a GBS model. 
Discover:
v The challenges with adopting a GBS model
v Proving value- how to get senior-level buy-in 
v  One size fits all? Is it possible to have single processes and 

to cater for altering customer needs?

Predictive Analytics in the GBS of the Future
What would be the impact on your business if you knew 
whether your suppliers would pay on time, what the best 
price point for your services was, and how likely your 
customers were to go elsewhere? 
In this session, hear how this Fortune 100 pharmaceutical 
giant’s GBS function has ownership for global data, and is 
using this to drive insights and value back to it’s business. 
Discover:
v Where the easy wins are (finance and O2C)
v The importance of process standardisation
v Looking into AI to support future analytics

JP O’Leary,  
Director Analytics, GBS,  
MSD

Case Study: Transforming the Quality of Transformation - 
Beyond Continuous Improvement at  Honeywell
Learn how Fortune 100 conglomerate Honeywell is currently 
on a journey to significantly increase the quality of service 
it provides, by looking beyond “traditional transformation” 
methodologies. 
Understand HOW they have changed to a more holistic view 
of change, looking outside the box to focus on innovations, 
data analytics, and design thinking with the customer in 
mind, with projects including: 
v  Operational delivery for HR activities for a customer group of 

35,000 employees across 50 countries
v  Driving the on-boarding team from an experience 

standpoint

Monica Murer,  
Operations & Continuous Improvement 
Director – Shared Services,  
Honeywell

11:45 10 Tips to Successful and Sustainable SSC Expansion!
In this session, hear from Thomas Bloeman about his top tips 
and tricks to successful SSC set-up and expansion, following 
being an integral part of the set up of Mearsk’s SSC team, 
and now setting up Panalpina’s GBS function from scratch. 
Learn how:
Panalpina’s GBS function is set to double within the next 24 
months:
v  Establishing culture in a rapidly changing environment
v  Maintaining quality of service and BAU operations whilst 

growing
v  Having the right people with you on the journey

Thomas Bloemen,  
Corporate Head - Global Business Services,  
Panalpina

Case Study: Starting from Scratch - Compiling Your Data 
Analytics Strategy
In this session, hear from Ellen about how Ingram Micro have 
established an enterprise-wide analytics strategy in order to 
maximise value to their business. Moving from a point where 
data was located everywhere within their organisation, learn:
v  How Ellen and her team have established governance, 

data warehouses
v  The true value of data
v  Key metrics management – productivity and areas for 

concern. 

Ellen Meekles,  
Global Business Services Global Head of Reporting 
& Data Analytics,  
Ingram Micro

Case study: Creating Culture – Why Investment in the 
Intangibles is a Critical Component of Success 
In this session, hear from a leading BSO about how and why 
they have prioritised company culture as the central part of 
their strategy, and learn what the impact of NOT focussing 
on this could be to your employees.
Discussion points:
v  What does “culture” really mean? What type of culture do 

Millennials and Gen Z want to work in?
v  Does investment in “nice” working environments deliver 

ROI? How can you measure this?
v  Culture, productivity, and attrition…the missing link.
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12:45 Lunch

13:45 Outsourcing and the Future of Business Services
 Digital technologies are affecting the way that BPOs are conducting business with their clients. The threat of reshoring is real, and is leading Outsourcers to reconfigure and reimagine their 
operations. 
 This panel will explore the trends that are impacting service centres, the most current strategic imperatives for outsourcing, case studies of successful digital transformation with the 
assistance of BPOs, and where and what the opportunities for growth into 2020 are.
Discussion points:

	 v  Captive, outsourced, or hybrid - what is the best TOM for an SSC/GBS?
	 v  How can SSC leaders encourage digital transformation with their outsourced partner?
	 v  Stakeholder management - establishing best practice between your BPO and your customers

Sam Horton, Global Services Finance Strategy and Operations Director at Johnson & Johnson 
Pete Judd, Finance Transformation Director, Hilton Hotels

14:05 Service Provider or Business Partner? Different Approaches to Service Excellence
In this panel session, discover how leading organisations are prioritising customer experience, truly putting excellent service at the heart of what they do.
Discover how they are:

	 v  Redesigning operations with the customer in mind
	 v  Leveraging technology platforms to make the customer experience as seamless as possible
	 v  Utilising data to help understand where the gaps are

14:35 Prize Give Away!

14:55 Chairs close

12:15 Panel Case Studies:  Mergers and Acquisitions, How to 
Harmonise Your Business Services 
In this session, hear from SSO and GBS leaders about the 
impact of M&A on their business services, and how to 
maintain BAU and service excellence whilst managing 
internal changes with parent companies. 
Discussion points:
v  What’s the best way to integrate multiple business 

services organisations?
v  How to harmonise different IA strategies? 
v   Service excellence during post-merger acquisition 
Satu Schroderus de Rooij, Finance Transformation  
AI, TNT
Marcin Tchorzewski, EMEA Head, MMC Accounting 
Operations, Marsh & McLennan Companies
Gillian Ahluwalia, Finance Director - Business  
Shared Services, FremantleMedia
Phil Lambert, Director, Client Engagement & Shared 
Services Product Owner, Optum International

Panel: What To Do With Information Overload? 
Constructing your DA Strategy
The modern business is a data-driven environment, yet all 
too often, critical decisions are made based on “gut feel” 
or partial information which does not tell the whole story. As 
Business Services provides the ideal incubator for ownership 
of data analytics, this panel session will discuss:
v How to collect and collate your data
v  Constructing a data analytics  strategy 101 – what does 

your business need from you?
v  Utilising IA and AI to provide value back to your customer 

partners. 

Amy Bare, Director of Strategy and Automation,  
Global Business Services, Kimberly-Clark
Anwar Mirza, Global Head of Data  
Governance, TNT

Panel Case Studies: Embracing Change! Growing Business 
Services With a CI Mind-set
There is no BAU within Business Services, but how do you 
maintain service excellence when there is of seismic 
transformation occurring within your business?
In this session, hear tips and tricks from individuals with 
extensive experience managing large-scale change and 
transformation programmes. 
Learn:
v What would they do differently with the benefit or hindsight
v  How to get back on track and cope with “transformation 

fatigue” within your team
v  Adopting an agile mindset – responding to changing 

project and programme needs

Maria Salvatore, Director of Finance Operations, BMI Group
Sam Horton, Global Services Finance Strategy and 
Operations Director at Johnson & Johnson 
Christopher Therkelsen, Director - EMEA Sales Order 
Management & Customer Experience SSC  Industrial Group, 
Gardner Denver
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|  THURSDAY, 17TH OCTOBER 2019

As with previous years, we are 
hitting the road on our final 
conference day, to see the best 
within Business Services that 
Prague has to offer. And this year, 
due to popular demand, we will 
have not two, not three, but SIX 
leading site tours!

PICK YOUR 

Site tours range from 1.5 - 2.5 hours at each site and include:
 Corporate Presentation
 Shared Service Presentation
 Challenges and Q&A
 Walking tour of the operating premises
 Refreshment (for great networking opportunities)
 Benefits of attending:
 Understand the operational ins and outs of running a ‘best in class’ Shared Services Centre
  A first-hand look at how companies operating in this space use innovative methods to create company culture, attracting 

and retaining
 Millennial staff
 Acquire first-hand knowledge by speaking to those who head up the operational SSCs
 Share your thoughts and questions about the technological solutions and their practical ROI
 Network with SSC professionals from across Europe in a more relaxed setting following the conference

SITE TOURS CURRENTLY CONFIRMED:

SSON Road Trips!

Final
site tour
TBC!
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